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747 Live Casino

In 2015, the segment of virtual gambling was replenished with a new promising project – 747 Live Casino. The site is actively developing, gradually replenished with new games and provides newcomers with a generous bonus package. The casino is focused mainly on the Filipino audience.














































When developing the project, the company was guided by the convenience of using the services available to customers. For the same reason, the site has a concise design and the interface is as simple as possible. Users have no problem finding their favorite games.  The target audience are gamblers from the Philippines, so the game account is created in pesos.

The operator has an official license from the regulator Curacao eGaming. It is a guarantee of fair payouts for customers who prefer to play slot machines in 747 Live Casino for money. At the moment, the site is under active development: expanding the collection of games, connect new providers, adding ways to manage the account, etc.

For newcomers created section “Help”, which contains the most frequently asked questions of players and answers to them. Often it becomes useful for experienced players, as it helps to understand the nuances of the casino without recourse to technical support. A detailed user agreement with the data about the owner is on the page “Terms and Conditions”.










747 Live Casino Registration

Creating an account takes no more than a couple of minutes. The user enters an e-mail address, login and password. The default account currency is set in PHP and cannot be changed. The option of logging in to the official website through a Facebook or Google account is allowed.

After confirming the e-mail you will need to enter your name and phone number in the personal cabinet. Here you can also verify by sending copies of documents to be checked by support specialists. Without this procedure, it is impossible to withdraw winnings.

In the profile settings you can activate the two-factor authentication with Google mobile application, which will increase the security level of the account.










Software and slot machines

The site features gambling games from 25 developers, including NetEnt, Playson, Quickspin, Evolution Gaming and others. In the gaming lobby collected about 700 video slots with the ability to filter titles by provider. For the convenience of players the search of games by name is implemented, and all new and popular machines are allocated to the appropriate sections.

Each machine has a demo version, necessary for familiarization with the gameplay. With this free to play slots in 747 Live Casino you can even without registration.
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747 Live Casino Bonuses and promo codes



The bonus policy of the casino is focused on new users and regular customers. The most generous offer is the starter package, which contains cash rewards and free spins.

Welcome package. After registration, the player is offered to choose one of three bonuses, the type and size of which depends on the deposit amount:

	deposit of 180 PHP – 110 free spins;
	a deposit of 250 PHP – 110%;
	a deposit of 350 PHP – 160%.


You can use each of the three bonuses in turn. The maximum amount of money part is 9,100 PHP in both cases. Free spins are issued for the video slot Book of Sun: Multi chance. Winnings received from free spins need to be won back with a wager of x35, and money for the deposit – with a wager of x30.

No deposit bonus. For new players who have registered by phone number within 31 days can get 45 free spins for Book of Sun: Choice slot. The wagering wager is x30.

Reload Bonus. Unspent on the first deposit bonus a player can use within 31 days after registration. So, if at the start the gambler took 100% for a deposit, then the remaining 160% and 110 free spins remain available to him.










747 Live Casino Loyalty Program

The site has implemented a loyalty program “747 Live Casino+”, the rules of which players receive gifts by completing tasks. There are a total of 70 basic tasks on the five levels of the loyalty program, which are updated daily. The gambler needs to win a specified amount of money in the machine, spin the slots a certain number of times or catch a combination with a multiplier of x15. After completing several tasks, the player gets freespins and a move to a new level.

The list contains tasks with a Gold sign, rewards for them are accrued instantly. Also, the program page has a separate category “Task of the Day”, completing which the participant will also receive a prize. You can activate the gifts in your personal cabinet during the week.

Gamblers are offered a weekly cashback of 10% of funds lost. It must be activated on the page with bonuses within 24 hours after accrual. It requires wagering with wager x25 within 48 hours after activation.



The accumulated weekly cashback is displayed in the client’s profile on Wednesdays at 18:00 Philippine time. It becomes active when the user has lost at least PHP 370 and the maximum refund is limited to PHP 364425. When calculating the cashback only bets made on slot machines are taken into account.












Mobile version

A mobile version of the site is available to users – there is also an android app that can be downloaded on the site. You can’t download the 747 Live Casino client for your computer or laptop. By interface, the mobile browser version is almost identical to the full site, but free to play slot machines on your smartphone without registration and login to the account is impossible.





	






















Games with live dealers

The category of games with live dealers is represented by such entertainments as roulette, blackjack, poker, monopoly and not only. From the list of available tables the player can choose a suitable betting size. In games from the developer NetEnt Live and titles provider Evolution Gaming has a free broadcast mode, the gambler can watch the gameplay, but the demo version to play for virtual money is not provided.

Other 747 Live Casino products

Varieties of roulette and blackjack in electronic version are presented in the section Tables. You can also find titles of this kind in the selection with video slots or search by keyword, for example, by typing roulette or baccarat in the search bar.

Presented section with mini-games. Here you can play keno, craps and other entertainment.

747 Online Casino holds regular tournaments. Each of them lasts only 2 days. The prize fund reaches 18,000 PHP. The task of the participant to collect the maximum number of points for betting in certain slots. For one PHP spent the player gets a point. Ten gamblers who scored the highest number of points get free spins and money to their account.

Support service

To communicate with the technical support on the website is provided round the clock online chat with several operators, so players almost instantly get feedback and competent help from consultants. It is possible to get in touch with a tech support specialist by email. For quick help in typical situations a bot is available in Telegram-channel.

Pros and cons

747 Live Casino offers gambling lovers good opportunities, despite the lack of a large number of connected providers and slot machines. The main advantages are the availability of a license and fair payouts. Casino belongs to a company with a good reputation, so it is recommended to play for money, but mainly for Ukrainian gamblers.

Frequently asked questions

How to get a cashback at 747 Live Casino?

You can get a 10% refund of your lost money every week on Wednesdays by activating it on the bonuses page.

How do I make deposits at the casino?

You can deposit your account with Visa and MasterCard.

Does the casino have withdrawal limits?

Yes, players can not withdraw more than PHP 730000 per month.

What fee does the casino charge for withdrawals to bank cards?

The casino charges 1.1% of the withdrawal amount.

Does 747 Live Casino have live dealer games?

Yes, they are located in the “Dealers” section.

What smartphones does 747 Live Casino have an app for?

Players can download an app for Android phones on the official casino website.
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